Focus events will be important part of the APEMC 2021 International Symposium and include Special Sessions, Workshops, Tutorials, Short Courses and Industrial Forums. The proposals must be sent electronically to info@apemc2021.org by the deadlines listed in the following.

Proposals on any EMC related technical area welcome. Very welcome are proposals on the following EMC hot topics:

- EMC Management, standards and regulations
- EMC Measurements and EM Environment
- High Power Electromagnetics
- System-Level EMC and Protection
- Transportation EMC, Automotive/Railway/Ship EMC
- Nanotechnology and New Materials
- Computational Electromagnetics and Multiphysics Modeling
- Wireless Communication
- Smart Grid EMC and Low Frequency EMC
- IC and Semiconductor EMC
- Lightning
- Signal and Power Integrity
- Bio-Medical Electromagnetics and Wearable Devices
- EMC in Emerging Countries
- Aerospace EMC
- Others

The Purpose of Focus Events is to highlight important topics or emerging new technical fields that are gaining importance in EMC.

Proposals of a focus event should cover the following:
- Format (Special Session, Workshop, Tutorial, ....)
- Title
- Abstract/Summary
- Organizers’ names, affiliations, and contact information
- Speakers’ names, affiliations, and contact information
- Presentation titles
- Duration

The number of speakers and session duration of focus events will be negotiated, after acceptance of the proposal, with the conference organizers. As suggestion, a recommended duration of a focus event (or a part of this) should be of one hour and 45 minutes.

The participation of attendees to focus events is included in the Symposium registration fee. Speakers, authors and organizers of focus events must be normally registered to the conference by the final submission deadline.

**Special Sessions**

A Special Session is a technical meeting to present and discuss at high scientific level a very hot topic of interest for EMC Asia Pacific attendees.

The Special session require submission of written papers that will be reviewed by anonymous referees and, if accepted, the will be submitted for inclusion into IEEE Xplore.

**Prospective authors of papers to be presented in special session should submit their full paper (3/4-page, 2 column) by 15 May 2021.**

The papers must be electronically uploaded to the website of the Symposium.
Workshop, Tutorials and Short Courses

A Workshop is a technical meeting to present and discuss at high scientific level a hot topic of interest for EMC Asia Pacific attendees.

A Tutorial is a seminar session given by one or more excellent researchers to present and critically discuss the state of the art in a hot topic of interest for EMC Asia Pacific attendees.

Workshop and Tutorials may be promoted and sponsored by leading industries, companies and research organizations to present latest developments and issues of broad impact in the technical community.

A Short Course is an educational session of intensive tuition given by one or more tutors to a small number of participants, mainly students, in a topic of interest for EMC Asia Pacific attendees.

The duration and time collocation of Workshops, Tutorials and Short Courses must be negotiated with the conference organizers.

Workshop, Tutorial and Short Course presentations require the submission of written material (notes or slides) that will be collected in an electronic support and distributed to the attendees. Workshop, Tutorial and Short Course presentations will be not included in the IEEE Xplore. The material of Workshop, Tutorials and Short Course presentations, after acceptance, must be electronically uploaded to the website of the Symposium.

Workshops & Tutorials Important Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposal Presentations</td>
<td>15 April 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification of Acceptance</td>
<td>31 June 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of presentation material</td>
<td>15 July 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industrial Forum

An Industrial Forum provides an exchange of information between people about a particular EMC topic of commercial and industrial interest. The duration, type presentation, material to be distributed to the attendees, and time collocation must be negotiated with the conference organizers. No deadline is fixed but early proposals are more likely to be included in the technical program of the conference.

Contact Information

Facebook : APEMC 2021 Bali
LinkedIn : APEMC Bali
Instagram : @apemc2021
Email : info@apemc2021.org
Website : www.apemc2021.org
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